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Graf at ShanghaiTex 2019
Graf introduces at ShanghaiTex three novelties for the textile market: a new
card clothing with up to 30% longer lifetime, a height adjustable comb and a
helpful solution for card clothing management.
MULTISHARP, the unique wear resistant alloy for card clothings, increases the
lifetime of metallic card clothings on the cylinder by up to 30%. Additionally, the work
load of the maintenance team can be minimized by providing longer service cycles
and less unplanned downtimes.
The yield on raw material can be increased without compromising the quality
requirements – thanks to the continuous height adjustability of the new combs series.
The continuous and exact gap setting between nipper and circular comb on each
individual combing head provides customers a new level on raw material utilization.
Additionally, the maintenance people will appreciate the comfortable and easy
installation of the circular comb.
With the card clothing management the overall investment costs can be reduced.
This is based on minimizing the operational expenses including optimizing the overall
equipment effectiveness. Graf’s card clothing management prolongs the lifetime of
flexible flats by up to three times without comprising on the quality parameters
throughout the entire life cycle.
See for yourself the many advantages on offer from Graf. Visit us at ShanghaiTex
from November 25 to 28, 2019: Hall E1, Booth A30 with focus on spinning and Booth
C35 with focus on nonwoven.
Detailed information on Graf’s innovations and access for downloading the images
are available online at www.graf-companies.com/news/.
For further information please contact:
Rieter Machine Works Ltd.
Business Group Components
Silvano Rufo
Head Marketing
T +41 52 208 82 22
silvano.rufo@rieter.com
www.rieter.com
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About Rieter
Rieter is the world’s leading supplier of systems for short-staple fiber spinning. Based
in Winterthur (Switzerland), the company develops and manufactures machinery,
systems and components used to convert natural and manmade fibers and their
blends into yarns. Rieter is the only supplier worldwide to cover both spinning
preparation processes and all four end spinning processes currently established on
the market. Furthermore, Rieter is a leader in the field of precision winding machines.
With 16 manufacturing locations in ten countries, the company employs a global
workforce of some 4 740, about 20% of whom are based in Switzerland. Rieter is
listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange under ticker symbol RIEN. www.rieter.com
About Graf
Graf, the world’s leading supplier of clothings and combs in the field of carding-,
combing- and nonwoven-processes, is a subsidiary of the Rieter Group. Graf, based
in Rapperswil (Switzerland), creates customer value through system expertise,
innovative solutions, after sales excellence and global presence. Manufacturing of
flexible flat clothings, metallic clothings for flat- and roller cards, know-how in
metallurgy and in the precise processing of steel are core competencies of the
company. The high level of vertical integration lays the foundation for the superior
quality of Graf’s products and services. www.graf-companies.com
Image

The MULTISHARP resistant alloy increases the lifetime of metallic card clothings on
the cylinder by up to 30%.

Disclaimer
All statements in this report that are not historical facts are forward-looking statements that provide no guarantee as to future performance;
they involve risks and uncertainties, including but not limited to future global economic conditions, foreign exchange rates, legal requirements,
market conditions, competitors' activities, and other factors beyond the control of the Company.
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